primerry

PREP KIT!

YOUR GUIDE TO SETTING UP AND CREATING ART AT HOME

SPECIAL SUPPLIES
SET UP & PREP TIPS
MISS PATTY’S PROJECT PICK

APRIL 2022
GET READY FOR APRIL

HERE’S THE UPCOMING EPISODE LIST!

APRIL 3 - WARM & COOL COLLAGE BOUQUET
APRIL 10 - EASY PIRATE SHIP
APRIL 17 - BEATRIX POTTER-INSPIRED RABBITS
APRIL 24 - IMAGINARY LAND

TIPS FROM MISS PATTY

This month’s projects are crafted to show your child how to add more detail into their artwork. We’ll be creating shadows in our Beatrix Potter Inspired Rabbit and lots of lovely watercolor textures in our Warm & Cool flowers. **For both, watercolor paper will really make the difference.**

**TIP:** Buy the most inexpensive watercolor spare you can find. Really! The smoothness of kid-friendly paper will help artist draw on the paper.

We’ll also do some exploring by designing our own Pirate Ship and using colorful markers to make our ships unique.

And then, we’ll combine markers, colored pencils and watercolors for a COOL imaginary map.

Grab your supplies and let’s start creating!

Special Supplies

- 90-lb watercolor paper
- Liquid Watercolors (I love Coloration Brand)
- Colorful markers (try Mondo Llama from Target or Ooly)
Did you know…

that we provide Printable Pages to go along with each episode? These are perfect for younger children that want to participate, and also to help build confidence beginner artists. This month we have a beautiful flower printout to color or to use to gather ideas for your flower project. Plus we have a HULL TEMPLATE to make drawing the pirate ship even easier!

Miss Patty’s project pick

KID SUBMISSIONS

YATEE, 6

CORA, 6

JESEN, 9

SPRING BUNNY

To help celebrate this special time of year, dive into our episode library and paint a Spring Bunny with your kids. Try adding the extra flowers or just expire with paint. Your choice!
APRIL
This month’s projects in
primerry
NEW EPISODES EACH WEEK!

WARM & COOL COLLAGE BOUQUET
☐ I did this project!

EASY PIRATE SHIP
☐ I did this project!

BEATRIX POTTER-INSPIRED RABBITS
☐ I did this project!

IMAGINARY LAND
☐ I did this project!

APRIL 3RD

APRIL 10TH

APRIL 17TH

APRIL 24TH

MAKE SURE TO SHARE YOUR ART WITH US!